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YOUR PARTNER  
FOR VISIBILITY
For workwear, sportswear and leisure

In 1970, Sto-Nor Industri AS began as a 
small operation based in Halden, Norway. 

As a sub-contractor to the textile and 
clothing industry we maintained focus on 
our core values and pushed to become a 
major supplier of safety solutions to the 

garment industry. In 2015 Sto-Nor changed 
its name to LOXY® and turned into a truly 
global business with a sales organisation 

around the world and production facilities in 
Norway, Sweden, Poland, China.

A global business shaped by the elements.

SINCE 1970

Shaped by Norway

Rex
Reflective tape materials from LOXY® come 
in all the shapes and sizes our customers in 
the apparel industry need.

LOXY® Rex reflective tapes are made to be 
heat pressed or sewed into place.

We offer segmented 
versions for all 

our heat transfer 
reflective tapes, like:

Non-continues (NC)
Oblique pattern (OB)

Read more  
on loxy.com



LOXY® REX offers reflective tape in a varierty 
of colours and width to fit any application. 
Our production flexibility allows us to 
customize the width any reflective tape to 
meet the needs of every customer.

REX COLORS

16 Golden yellow

01 Silver 07 Royal blue

13 Navy blue

09 Orange 11 Light green10 Magenta

03 White 06 Red

08 Yellow

18 Black21 Pine Green

Properties
• Elastic
• Flame retardant
• Flexible/soft
• Tunnel finishing

Our reflective tape are certified for domestic wash 
care (ISO6330) and for industrial wash (ISO15797)

Reflective tape solutions 
getting the job done

Since the world is often a dark place, being 
visible can be a lifesaver. The tapes all 

have one thing in common: they will keep 
reflecting, even when it is dark outside. Our 

reflective tapes are designed to provide 
long-lasting visibility and durability in 

even the harshest of conditions. We are 
committed to delivering the highest quality 
reflective tape solutions to ensure the safety 

of your workplace.


